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I Believe In Unicorns
Fun fold-out mat with ten toy characters.
Introducing a brand-new middle-grade graphic novel series with attitude that's just right
for fans of Babymouse and Real Friends, and for anyone who loves--or
hates!--unicorns! Pacey's little sister, Mina, has always said her stuffed unicorn,
Slasher, is real--but seriously? He's a stuffed toy! Then again, he does seem to be
leading Mina outside her room and to . . . some kind of weird magical unicorn land?
Pacey may not believe in unicorns, but she's not about to let her little sister be
kidnapped, so she does the only thing she can: follows them to unicorn land (that she
totally does NOT believe in). And for the record, it's NOTHING like the stories. First off,
what's up with Slasher's attitude? It's not Pacey's fault he's trapped in a ridiculous
stuffed body. And that Alpha Unicorn guy? NOT. Nice. Pacey will just be grabbing Mina
and taking her home, thankyouverymuch . . . that is, if she can work with the grumpiest
unicorn stuffy ever to outsmart the Evil Alpha Unicorn and find the way out--preferably
without stepping on any poisonous killer flowers. (WHAT IS WITH THIS PLACE
ANYWAY?!)
Reflections Of My Thoughts depicts a woman who is torn between her flesh, her spirit,
and her underlying desire for freedom, strength, and the ability to dream again,
represented by the unicorn, in whatever form it may be. However, her questions and
desire for understanding who she believes she is with where she is in life ultimately
lead her on a spiritual journey. It is an attempt to articulate the challenges that she
faces with her flesh such as jealousy, lust, anger, true friendship, self-imagery, and
faith. This is a story of a woman who learns that her ability to persevere through
challenges, her real freedom, strength, ability to dream, and ultimately her identity
comes not from her, rather, Jesus Christ who has sustained her even when she didn't
realize or acknowledge He existed.
Take your students on an imagination journey! Filled with thrilling activities that build
creativity in your students, I Believe in Unicorns is a must-have for teachers interested
in encouraging imaginative thinking. Get an elephant down from a tree, build a
monstrous (and odorous) "smelt," evaluate the job performance of an octopus who
moonlights as a lifeguard, or remove a porcupine from your lunchbox! Activities like
these will challenge your students' creativity and imagination. I Believe in Unicorns
offers fun, exciting activities designed to encourage creativity and imagination among
children in grades K–4. Written by a master of creativity teaching, this book offers
activities that strengthen the skills essential for creative thought—fluency, flexibility,
originality, and elaboration. This book was meant to be torn apart! Each student activity
page was designed for duplication so that it can be used by individuals or the entire
class. Mix these activities in with other classroom learning projects. Most of the
adventures involve writing, however, it is important that open-ended discussion and
brainstorming be frequently incorporated into these activities.
Back by popular demand, for a second magical West End season, this intimate show is
set in a library full of books that hold more than stories within their pages. It is a tale of
the power of books, and the bravery of a young boy called Tomas. Tomas loves playing
in the mountains where he lives and hates reading and school, but his world is turned
upside down the day he meets the Unicorn Lady in his local library... An enchanting and
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interactive show, I Believe in Unicorns sparks the imagination of both young and old.
You too will believe in unicorns after joining Tomas's spellbinding journey!Suitable for a
family audience and children aged 6+
This funny journal has a skeptical and cute unicorn who is thinking, "I don't believe in
humans." This fun notebook for kids is the perfect gift for tween girls. An humorous
birthday gift for kids, party favour, or stocking stuffer. Great for girls who love unicorns.
6X9 inch, 107 pages, cute doodle scrolls at top and bottom of pages, matte finish. Cute
Notebook Factory makes wide variety of beautiful journals and note books for girls,
perfect for school, work and home. Please click our name to see all of our listings.
Explore touches and flaps on every page in this exciting ABC book. From magical
unicorns to zooming rockets, it's an alphabet like no other!
Over 200 pages of legends, spells, facts, and rainbow food recipes!
A magical Little Golden Book for a little unicorn lover's Easter basket! I am moonlight
white. I have a magical horn. I look a lot like a horse, of course. . . So begins this
charming Little Golden Book that introduces the magical unicorn to the littlest readers!
In this sweet story, gorgeously illustrated by Disney artist Joey Chou, a unicorn tells the
readers all about herself ("My horn can make water clean, or heal a hurt") and her
magical life ("I frolic in the forest, I prance in the fields"). Sure to delight little ones who
love the magic of fairy tales and beautiful creatures! Don't miss this other book about an
amazing mythical creature! 'm a Dragon
Meet the unicorns in this magical book, with six different material tabs to explore. Each
page has a sweet rhyme which introduces a different unicorn, inspired by the amazing
material horn or tail attached to the page. With sequins, pom poms, fur and more, this
book creates a truly tactile reading experience. Perfect for young unicorn lovers!
A charming picture book that inspires confidence, boosts self-esteem, and lovingly tells
a child: No matter what you do, I believe in you! Some days little dragon feels bold, and
some days shy. Some days he dreams of spreading his wings to fly! Unicorn is always
there by his side for all little dragons and the big unicorns who love and support them.
Every child sometimes needs a little extra encouragement, a reminder that they are
capable, resilient, and loved no matter what. Maybe it’s on the first day of school, or
before a music recital or trying out for a team, or maybe it’s before going to the birthday
party of a brand new friend. I Believe in You is the book for just that moment––an
irresistibly sweet tale about a little dragon learning to spread his wings and a unicorn
who offers unconditional support and motivation along the way.
Is that a horse wearing a hat, or is it a unicorn in disguise? It all depends on how you
look at it in this charming story about finding the extraordinary in the ordinary.
I Believe in UnicornsBloomsbury Publishing
Perfect for fans of Dragons Love Tacos and Unicorn Thinks He’s Pretty Great, this
wildly funny and imaginative picture book celebrates the value of differences as a
grumpy goblin gets to know his new unicorn neighbors. It’s an undeniable fact that
unicorns are the worst! Magic is serious business, but all unicorns do is frolic around,
have tea parties, and leave glitter all over the place! They’re nothing like
goblins—practical and hard-working, who can put magic to good use! Unicorns aren’t
helpful at all. Or are they?
Learn about the history of unicorns in this photographic nonfiction leveled reader
perfect for kids interested in the natural - and unnatural - world! Did you know that the
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Siberian unicorn roamed the Earth during the last Ice Age? Or that technically any
creature with one horn is considered a unicorn? That means narwhals, certain
antelope, and even shrimp with a horn can be called unicorns! Embracing childrens'
delight in the mythical creatures while also imparting fascinating facts about the real
ones, discover the history of this special animal and decide for yourself if you believe in
unicorns! With simple language and vivid photographs, Are Unicorns Real? is perfect
for emerging readers curious about the natural world and the iconic creature.
A unicorn math activity book, with a silicone calculator in the cover.
Who says unicorns aren’t real? Life’s never dull when you have a unicorn by your
side. These sparkly friends bring magic into our lives, from the tips of their magical
horns to the swishy ends of their rainbow tails. Enter the awesomely cute world of
unicorns, and whatever anyone says – don’t stop believing!
High quality cloth book with touch-and-feel tabs on each page.
Festive picture book, with color-changing sequins on the cover.
A response to myriad crises of public policy, this important and original book contributes
to a growing debate, arguing that traditional technocratic ways of designing policy are
inadequate to cope with increasingly complex challenges. Drawing on twelve
compelling international contributions from practitioners, policy makers, activists, and
actively engaged academics,Rethinking Public Policy-Making uses ideas of power to
explore how genuine democratic involvement in the policy process from outside the
political elite can shape society for the better. An indispensable resource for
researchers and students of public policy, public administration, sociology, and politics,
this book offers profound insight into why and how to generate change in policy
processes, arguing for increased experimentation in policy design.
An exciting new animal series set in the magical Blossom Wood. Lei, Isabelle and Cora
are back in Blossom Wood for another adventure. Their friend Loulou the squirrel is
organizing a talent show for all the animals. The three cousins can't wait to help, but
what's the matter with Loulou? Can the Unicorns of Blossom Wood use their special
powers to make Loulou happy again?
Follow a colourful blessing of globetrotting unicorns as they gallop around the world on
an incredible whistle-stop tour. From a star-studded film premiere and a flamboyant
festival, to a wild safari adventure and a beautiful tropical beach, there are 17 intricately
illustrated scenes to search, and seven sensational unicorns to spot in every location.
This sparkly board book offers babies and toddlers a peek into the whimsical world of
unicorns! A charming baby shower gift that will be read again and again! Stardust and
glitter and rainbows, oh my! Did you know that unicorns polish their horns with fairy dust
and moonbeams, and that they love looking at their reflections? Unicorn lovers will be
tickled to learn all sorts of "facts" about these beloved mythical creatures in Holly
Hatam's (#1 New York Times bestselling illustrator) unique Mythical Creatures Are Real
board book. Look for Dragons are Real, too!
Come and explore the magical world of unicorns in this dazzling sticker activity book!
From magic mazes and rainbow codes, to unicorn scenes to search and fairy games to
play, theres something for everyone. Unicorn fans will love the sparkling foil cover, and
with the unique handle, its perfect to take with you on the go. With over 500 stickers to
use in the book or wherever you want, PLUS unicorn card press-outs to create!

A very first story book, perfect for toddlers.
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A stunning new story of hope, humanity and high-seas adventure for children and
adults everywhere from Sir Michael Morpurgo, the nation’s favourite storyteller
and multi-million copy bestselling author of WAR HORSE.
A young journalist goes to Venice, Italy, to interview a famous violinist, who tells
the story of his parents' incarceration by the Nazis, and explains why they can no
longer listen to the music of Mozart.
The Silver Squad are called in to help find the missing Sparkle Stone in this
innovative activity book. Use the magic pen to reveal hidden ink on the pages.
Solve the clues, search for hidden symbols and crack the codes to help the
unicorn squad solve the mystery. With surprising twists and turns, this activity
book is perfect for junior detectives and unicorn lovers alike! Innovative magic ink
activity book, including a magic pen and card press outs. This book includes a
magic ink pen to use throughout. With card press outs to assemble and use to
complete the activities. The pages are packed with puzzles, codes, word games
and more! Kids will love following the story as they solve the mystery.
Do you believe in unicorns? Of course you do! But have you ever wondered what
they are actually made of? Are they filled with jelly beans? Do they have
marshmallow manes? This fantastical board book has the answers.With a touchand-feel rainbow mane on the cover and a pop-up unicorn at the end!
A magical and original story of friendship which reminds us that dreams really
can come true. No matter what the grown-up unicorns say, little Uni the Unicorn
believes there must be a smart, strong, wonderful, magical little girl waiting to be
her best friend. And in fact, far away (but not too far away), a real little girl
believes there is a unicorn waiting for her too. A New York Times bestseller, with
over a quarter of a million copies sold, this is the perfect book for anyone
anywhere who believes in unicorns.
Frog truly believes he is a unicorn. He has a rainbow-colored (clip on) tail, a
pretty horn (party hat), and he can fly, too (on the swings). Goat keeps telling
Frog he is NOT a unicorn. But when you truly believe—POOF, sometimes magic
happens.
The journal which can bring Joy to everyone.Please, take this Magic Beauty
home. Thank you!
Do you know how unicorns got their horns? It all began once upon a magic
forest, when a little girl called June discovered tiny horses learning how to fly in
her garden. But one of the poor horses couldn't fly at all! So, with the help of her
parents, June thought of a very sweet and very delicious way to make her new
friend happy. I wonder what it could have been... This first title in a new picturebook series explaining how magical creatures got their distinguishing features is
packed full of humour and heart (with a tiny touch of ice cream).
A unicorn-themed activity book, with card press-outs and squishy stickers!
A Book for children who love unicorns. Perfect for keeping track of everything
and it can also be used as Gratitude Journal. 9 inches x 6 inches 110 lined pages
I Believe In Unicorns A magical make-believe colouring book Enter the makePage 4/5
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believe world of magical unicorns. A cute collection of captivating unicorn scenes
to colour. Daydream, make a wish and have fun getting lost in the imaginatively
hand-drawn illustrations. Each of the individual drawings is specially printed on a
single page with the reverse left blank so you can cut out and keep, to create a
picture perfect for framing or displaying in your bedroom.
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